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turfgrass in others. Examples include tall fescue 
and bermudagrass.
Specific weeds are often good indicators of 
unfavorable growing conditions for the desir-
able turfgrass. In severely compacted areas, 
infestations of prostrate knotweed and gooseg-
rass frequently occur. Ground ivy is invasive in 
shady areas where insufficient sunlight results in 
the decline of shade-intolerant turfgrasses. The 
presence of red sorrel usually indicates acid soil 
conditions, while clover grows on sites low in 
soil fertility.
Most lawn weeds result from seeds deposited 
in the soil. Some seeds may remain dormant for 
50 years or more, and then germinate under the 
proper temperature, light and moisture condi-
tions. These weeds generally germinate and grow 
when the soil is cultivated or when bare spots 
develop. Topsoils, manures and composts usually 
contain an abundance of weed seeds. A new crop 
of weeds can be expected whenever these addi-
tives are used. Weed seeds may be transported 
from place to place by many methods. Dandelion 
seeds can be carried many miles by wind currents. 
The sticky seeds of plantains can be transported 
attached to clothing and the fur of animals. Burs, 
barbs or resinous hairs contained on seedpods, 
such as field sandbur, puncturevine or beggar-
weed, offer an excellent mechanism for seed to 
hitchhike to new locations. When disturbed, the 
ripe seedpods of common yellow woodsorrel 
explode and project their seeds many feet. Thus, 
any damaged areas resulting in bare spots or 
thinned turfgrass sites offer a continuous source 
of weed infestation.
This publication is intended to serve as a practical reference and educational tool for anyone managing weeds in a turfgrass 
setting. Similar publications have been prepared 
for specific audiences, such as homeowners or 
commercial pesticide applicators. The intent of 
this publication is to meet the needs of many 
diverse groups.
This publication consists of two main 
sections. The first section presents information 
on identification of commonly encountered turf-
grass weeds in Missouri. This section includes 
a key based on obvious plant characteristics as 
well as descriptions and color photographs of the 
weeds. The second section discusses integrated 
weed management strategies in the turfgrass 
environment, and includes specific information 
on turfgrass herbicides and recommendations for 
many of the weeds described in this publication.
Turfgrass covers approximately 1.5 million acres of Missouri. Most of this turfgrass grows in residential areas and is in home 
lawns. Other major turfgrass settings are main-
tained on golf courses, athletic fields, educational 
institutions, municipal parks and rights-of-way. 
Regardless of setting, weeds are ranked most 
problematic of all major pest categories within 
the turfgrass environment.
A weed is any plant growing out of place. 
Occurring in the turfgrass environment, a weed 
can be thought of as an undesirable plant because 
of its disruptive effect on the aesthetic appear-
ance, stabilizing capacity, or overall utility of a 
turf. A particular plant species may be a weed 
in some turfgrass environments and a desirable 
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rhizomes (Figure 6) or other structures such as 
tubers. Rhizomes are the underground vegetative 
structures from which new plants are generated. 
The presence of rhizomes will indicate that the 
weed’s life cycle is perennial.
Grasses are usually more difficult to identify 
than broadleaf weeds. It is especially useful to 
have a hand or pocket lens with 10x magnifica-
tion power because grasses possess subtle charac-
teristics that distinguish them from one another. 
Most of these identifying features are contained 
in the collar region. The collar region can be seen 
by carefully pulling the leaf blade back from the 
stem. When the blade is pulled back, look for 
the ligule (Figure 7). The ligule is a projection 
at the base of the leaf blade. If a ligule is pres-
ent, it will appear as a ring of hair or it may be 
membranous (thin and almost transparent). It 
can be relatively large or small, and its tip can be 
jagged or smooth. Some grassy weeds will have 
auricles; these are small fingerlike structures that 
appear to clasp around the stem at the collar 
(Figure 8). Like broadleaf weeds, grasses may be 
hairy on either the top or bottom leaf surface, or 
both. Grass stems can be a key feature; most are 
rounded, while others are flattened. A few grassy 
weeds will also have hair on their stems.
Sedges can be relatively easy to distin-
guish from grasses and broadleaf weeds. From 
Weeds can be classified into three primary categories: broadleaves (dicots), grasses (monocots), and 
sedges. To identify broadleaf seedlings, it is 
common to look first at the cotyledons or seed 
leaves. The cotyledons are the first pair of leaves 
that open after emergence (Figure 1). Cotyledons 
have various shapes and sizes; they may be linear-
, egg-, round- or butterfly-shaped and have varia-
tions of each (Figure 2). Look at other features of 
the weed, such as the true leaves (leaves emerg-
ing after cotyledons) and stems. Leaf shape 
can vary dramatically and is a consistent key to 
plant identification (Figure 3). The leaves may 
be alternately or oppositely arranged along the 
stem (Figure 4). Some leaves may be attached to 
a short stem, known as the petiole, while others 
may lack a petiole (Figure 5). Check the leaf 
surfaces for the presence of hair and the amount 
of waxiness. Stems can also assist in identifying 
a weed; they have various shapes and amounts of 
hair, if any. Finally, dig or carefully remove the 
roots from the soil and look for the presence of 
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Figure 2. Variations of 
cotyledon shape.
Figure 1. Cotyledons.
No petiole
Petiole
Figure 5. Petiole.Figure 4. Opposite and 
alternate leaves.
Figure 6. Rhizome. Figure 7. Ligule.
          oval         ovate     elliptic      lanceolate         oblong         lobed
      heart          spoon       spade     arrowhead         star             pentagon
    shaped       shaped     shaped      shaped          shaped           shaped
Figure 3. Characteristic leaf shapes.
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than one heading in the key. Optimal periods of 
growth for the weeds described in this guide are 
listed in Table 1.
For obvious reasons, this guide does not 
contain all plant species that may be encountered 
in turfgrass environments. If you need assistance 
in identifying a weed, submit a sample through 
your local University Outreach and Extension 
center to the University Extension Diagnostic 
Clinic in Columbia, Missouri.
a distance, they appear grasslike; however, upon 
closer inspection, the stems are triangular in 
shape (Figure 9). The leaves on sedges usually 
appear glossy or shiny in texture and the leaves 
are hairless and occur in sets of three.
See the taxonomic keys (pages 29–31) and the 
photographs for assistance in identifying some of 
the most common weeds in Missouri.
A simple taxonomic key has been developed to assist in identifying common weeds in turfgrass settings. Look first for the obvi-
ous features of the weed, such as square stems, 
whorled leaves, or the presence of spines. Then 
refer to the diagrams in the taxonomic key to 
identify the plant. The key will refer you to the 
page in this guide where a short description and 
photographs can be found. Some plants that have 
several distinct features will appear under more 
• resistant varieties or cultivars
• proper cultural practices
• mechanical control
• biological control
• chemical control
Integrated pest management (IPM) is the 
use of a combination of these methods. The idea 
is simple; all available prevention and control 
methods are used to keep weeds from reaching 
unacceptable levels. 
Planting. Sod can be laid anytime after new 
growth starts in the spring and before November. 
The best time to seed a lawn in Missouri is in 
September. That is when cool-season grasses 
normally germinate in nature, and most summer 
annual weeds will not be competitive, because 
they will not germinate until spring. A lawn 
seeded during this period can become established 
before winter and will be growing actively in 
Figure 9. Sedges have 
three­sided stems.
Figure 8. Auricle.
USING ThE PlANT TAxoNoMIC kEy
INTEGRATED PEST MANAGEMENT 
FoR WEED CoNTRol
A successful weed control program includes prevention, early detection and diagno-sis, and responsible weed control action. 
Prevention begins with cultural practices that 
promote plant health, because healthy turfgrass 
is less vulnerable to weed infestations. A routine 
program of plant health care also encourages 
early detection and diagnosis of weed infesta-
tions. Responsible weed control begins with 
evaluating the level of weed infestation and deter-
mining whether control measures are needed. 
For example, on a high-maintenance site such 
as a golf course green, few if any weeds can be 
tolerated. Consequently, the decision to treat is 
obvious, and necessary control measures will be 
selected. Alternatively, a low-maintenance site, 
such as a highway right-of-way that does not 
have great visibility can withstand some level of 
weed infestation. Plant health care is the use of a 
variety of pest control measures, including:
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vertical height is removed with each mowing. 
Mowing cool-season turfgrasses at 3 to 4 inches 
on a regular basis maintains a dense, smooth, 
uniform site and reduces the competitiveness of 
weeds. The growing point of broadleaf weeds is 
near the terminal portion of the plant. Regular 
mowing will place broadleaf weeds in a continu-
ous state of stress and they may often be elimi-
nated. "Scalping" the lawn with the blade set 
extremely close to the soil surface will open areas 
that allow sunlight penetration and subsequent 
germination of weed seed.
Aerification. The main purpose of aerating a 
turfgrass site is to reduce soil compaction. In the 
short term, core removal can cause an increase in 
weed seed germination, particularly if done in the 
spring when crabgrass seed is present or in the fall 
on sites infested with annual bluegrass. However, 
in the long term, less compacted sites are not as 
favorable to the growth of certain weed species, 
such as goosegrass and prostrate knotweed.
Controlling thatch. Thatch is a buildup of 
tightly meshed grass stems and roots, composed 
of both dead and living plants. It accumulates 
between the zone of green vegetation and the 
soil surface. A thatch layer is natural, and not a 
problem as long as it is less than 1⁄2 inch thick. 
If it becomes thicker than 1⁄2 inch, however, it 
may interfere with healthy root development and 
subsequently weaken the turfgrass. Seedlings that 
develop in thatch are more susceptible to injury 
from cold temperatures, traffic, and other stresses 
than those that develop in the soil. Thatch 
removal in the spring can result in greater levels 
of weed emergence because the soil surface has 
been opened to sunlight.
Use of herbicides. Repeated occurrence 
of weeds often reflects underlying problems 
that are not correctable with repeated applica-
tion of herbicides. Instead of trying to instantly 
control a weed, consider asking why it is there. 
Most weed problems can be handled by follow-
ing best management practices – mowing taller, 
overseeding to maintain turf density, keeping 
mower blades sharp and selecting disease-resis-
tent varieties of turfgrasses. Herbicides should 
be used as a last resort when cultural practices 
do not provide acceptable weed control. Always 
spot treat for weeds when only a few weeds exist. 
Tables 2 through 8 present information on the 
use of herbicides for weed control with turf-
grasses commonly used in Missouri.
the spring before summer annual weeds germi-
nate. Planting high-quality seed from a reputable 
source will minimize the introduction of weed 
seed onto the site.
Fertilizer. Properly fertilized turfgrasses are 
more vigorous and competitive. Thinned areas 
can result where fertilizer was applied at exces-
sive rates or at an improper time. Excessive rates 
in late spring, particularly nitrogen, encourage 
severe incidences of spring and summer diseases 
of cool-season turfgrasses. Cool-season turf-
grasses that are highly maintained should be 
fertilized only once in the early spring and twice 
in the fall. Nitrogen, in quick-release forms, can 
burn the leaf blades of turfgrasses especially when 
they are damp. If quickly available forms of nitro-
gen are used, no more than one pound of nitro-
gen per 1,000 square feet should be applied in a 
single application, then watered in.
Water. Frequent, light waterings stimulate 
the germination of some weed seed, particularly 
crabgrass. A new sod lawn should be soaked 
immediately, and then water can be reduced 
when roots are established (2 to 3 weeks). Newly 
seeded areas should be watered two or three times 
a day to keep the seedbed moist while avoiding 
puddling and runoff. Once the seedbed has been 
watered, it should not be allowed to dry out; 
however, avoid letting the soil go into the night in 
a wet condition. As seedlings develop, apply more 
water but apply it less frequently to encourage 
root development. If the turfgrass is established 
and healthy, it should be watered heavily while 
allowing the soil to dry out between irrigations. 
This will help develop deep root systems and 
plant tolerance to stress conditions.
Mowing. Lawns should be mowed frequently 
enough so that no more than one-third of the 
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Annual bluegrass
Other names: Wintergrass, Poa annua, speargrass.
Life cycle: Winter annual.
Growth habit: This grassy weed is capable of 
growing at mowing heights lower than 1/4 inch. 
It thrives in cool, moist weather or damp, shaded 
locations. It produces hundreds of whitish green 
seed heads at any mowing height. Because of 
its tolerance of close mowing heights and seed 
head formation, it is particularly troublesome on 
golf greens.
Leaf blade: Folded in the bud, glossy, light green 
with boat­shaped tips, 1/8 inch wide and often 
wrinkled.
Sheath: Slightly compressed and smooth.
Ligule: Medium long, pointed, white, and membra­
nous.
Auricles: None.
Collar: Narrow, smooth, and continuous.
Seed head: Short, branching, open and greenish 
white.
Spikelets: Flattened, with three to six florets.
Barnyardgrass
Other names: Watergrass, panicgrass, barngrass.
Life cycle: Summer annual.
Growth habit: A coarse­textured annual with broad, 
compressed purple sheaths that lie flat on the 
ground and spread in a semicircular pattern 
under close mowing. It usually germinates later 
than crabgrass.
Leaf blade: Rolled in the bud, long, tapered, heavy 
midrib and dark green in color.
Sheath: Compressed, smooth and purple­tinged.
Ligule: None.
Auricles: None.
Collar: Broad and continuous.
Seed head: Green to reddish purple, with conspicu­
ous, short stiff bristles.
Spikelets: Barbed with long or short awns. 
Bermudagrass
Other names: Devilgrass, wiregrass.
Life cycle: Perennial.
Growth habit: An aggressive warm­season peren­
nial grass that produces rhizomes and stolons. 
It is most aggressive in southern sections of 
GRASSy WEEDS
Annual bluegrass.
Barnyardgrass.
Annual bluegrass.
Annual bluegrass ligule.
Barnyardgrass: no ligule.Barnyardgrass 
spikelet.
Bermudagrass.
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Missouri. Used as a turfgrass in warmer climates, 
it is invasive of cool­season turfgrasses.
Leaf blade: Rolled in the bud, gray­green, slightly 
hairy or hairless, except for a fringe of long hairs 
at the edge just above the collar.
Sheath: Compressed to round, smooth to sparsely 
hairy, tuft of hairs at the throat.
Ligule: A fringe of hairs.
Auricles: None .
Collar: Narrow, continuous, smooth with hair on 
the margins.
Seed head: Erect or ascending with three to seven 
fingerlike spikes.
Spikelet: In two rows tightly compressed to one 
side. Each spikelet contains one seed.
Crabgrass
Other names: Large crabgrass, hairy crabgrass, 
smooth crabgrass.
Life cycle: Summer annual.
Growth habit: Germination occurs when soil temper­
atures consistently reach 55 degrees F. There 
are two primary species that occur in Missouri: 
smooth and large. This pale green annual roots 
at the lower nodes and forms dense, unsightly 
patches that smother desirable turfgrasses.
Leaf blade: Rolled in the bud, hairy or smooth, 
depending on the species. Smooth crabgrass has 
few hairs on the blade, while large crabgrass has 
hairs on both the upper and lower surfaces.
Sheath: Large crabgrass has hairs that project at 
a 90­degree angle. Smooth crabgrass has few 
if any hairs.
Ligule: Long and membranous.
Auricles: None.
Collar: Broad and sparsely hairy.
Seed head: Three to 13 narrow racemes at the top 
of the stem.
Spikelets: Found in two rows, elliptical and sparsely 
hairy.
Fall panicum
Other names: Witchgrass.
Life cycle: Summer annual.
Growth habit: Fall panicum is a weed of low­main­
tenance turfgrass sites. It is found throughout 
Missouri. Under mowed conditions, it is decum­
bent in its growth habit.
Leaf blade: Rolled in the bud. The first few seedling 
leaves are hairy on the underside. Subsequent 
leaf blades are smooth on both surfaces. The 
Bermudagrass.
Smooth crabgrass ligule.
Fall panicum ligule.
Crabgrass seed head.
Large crabgrass leaf and 
sheath; hairy.
Smooth crabgrass leaf and 
sheath; few hairs.
Fall panicum seed head.Note white midrib on leaf.
Bermudagrass.
Crabgrass.
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underside of the leaf blade contains a prominent, 
ridged white midrib.
Sheath: Smooth, slightly compressed and may be 
purple­tinged.
Ligule: A fringe of hairs.
Auricles: None.
Collar: Continuous and broad.
Seed head: A large, highly branched, spreading 
panicle. At maturity, it may have a purplish color.
Spikelets: Range in color from straw to purple. Each 
contains one seed.
Field sandbur
Other names: Burgrass.
Life cycle: Summer annual.
Growth habit: This pale­green, low­growing grassy 
weed with wiry stems is most commonly found 
on sandy soils. It is found in dense spreading 
patches and is extremely objectionable because 
of the barbed burs that easily pierce the skin.
Leaf blade: Folded in the bud, few hairs near the 
ligule, 1/4 inch wide, tapering to a point. Upper 
blades often enclose seed burs.
Sheath: Loosely compressed and margins are 
sparsely hairy.
Ligule: Short fringe of hairs.
Auricles: None.
Collar: Broad, continuous, sometimes with a few 
long hairs on the edges.
Seed head: A single spike with six to 20 rounded 
burs.
Spikelets: Broad at the base and tapering to a point, 
two seeds in each bur.
Foxtails
Other names: Wild millet.
Life cycle: Summer annual.
Growth habit: Foxtails are often confused with crab­
grass until it produces a seed head. There are 
three commonly occurring species in Missouri: 
green, giant, and yellow. Texture is coarse, and 
it forms tufts in mowed turfgrass. Foxtails usually 
germinate after crabgrass, but before goose­
grass.
Leaf blade: Giant and green foxtail are rolled in the 
bud, whereas yellow foxtail is folded. The upper 
surface of giant foxtail is covered with dense 
hairs. The upper leaf surface of yellow foxtail has 
sparse, long hairs present only near the base. 
Green foxtail’s leaf blades are hairless.
Fall panicum seedling leaf; hairy 
underside.
Field sandbur.
Foxtail seedling.
Giant foxtail; hairy upper surface of leaf.
Green foxtail; hairy 
ligule, no auricle.
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Sheath: The sheath of yellow foxtail is flattened, 
smooth and sparsely hairy. Green and giant foxtails 
have a round to somewhat flattened sheath that 
ranges from smooth to densely hairy.
Ligule: A fringe of hairs.
Auricles: None.
Collar: Broad, continuous and smooth.
Seed head: Coarse and bushy that resembles the 
tail of a fox.
Spikelets: Ridged with several bristles and contains 
one seed.
Goosegrass
Other names: Silver crabgrass, crowfoot­grass.
Life cycle: Summer annual.
Growth habit: Goosegrass is found in a wide range 
of settings, but tolerates compacted, dry areas 
where desirable turfgrasses have thinned out. 
It germinates later in the spring than crabgrass 
and tolerates close mowing. Mature plants have 
a spokelike arrangement of tillers.
Leaf blade: Leaves are distinctly folded and may be 
smooth or have a few sparse hairs.
Sheath: Compressed and whitish at the bases with 
sparse hairs along the margins.
Ligule: A short membrane with a cut in the center.
Auricles: None.
Collar: Broad and white and may have a few sparse 
hairs.
Seed head: Two to six robust spikes at the top of 
the stems.
Spikelets: Flattened and arranged in two rows.
Johnsongrass
Other names: Grass sorghum, Egyptian millet.
Life cycle: Perennial.
Growth habit: A warm­season perennial that repro­
duces by large rhizomes and seed.
Leaf blade: Rolled in the bud, smooth on both 
surfaces with a thick prominent white midvein.
Sheath: Smooth, pale green, reddish brown to 
maroon, compressed, often with hairy margins.
Ligule: Membranous and jagged across the top. 
Older ligules have a fringe of hairs across the top 
of the membrane.
Auricles: None.
Collar: Broad, pale green or white and smooth.
Seed head: Large, purplish, hairy, open and up to 
20 inches long.
Spikelets: Long, ovate, reddish brown with flat­lying 
straight hairs.
Left to right: Green, yellow and 
giant foxtail.
Yellow foxtail; hairy 
sheath.
Yellow foxtail.
Goosegrass.
Johnsongrass sheath.
Goosegrass; hairy col­
lar region.
Goosegrass; spokelike growth habit.
Johnsongrass.
Johnsongrass 
rhizomes.
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Nimblewill
Other names: Wiregrass, dropseed.
Life cycle: Perennial.
Growth habit: A warm­season mat­forming peren­
nial that produces stolons and is coarse­textured. 
The foliage is grayish green. Stems are erect 
when young but later spread, becoming wiry and 
rooting at the nodes. In the early fall at dormancy, 
the foliage turns bleached tan, making obvious 
contrasting patches in healthy stands of cool­
season turfgrasses.
Leaf blade: Rolled in the bud, short (1 to 3 inches 
long) and smooth except for a few hairs near the 
ligule.
Sheath: Compressed with prominent dark green 
veins and membranous along the margins.
Ligule: Very short and membranous.
Auricles: None.
Collar: Broad, continuous, white with a few hairs.
Seed head: Slender, spikelike panicles that are 
produced both terminally and at axillary nodes.
Spikelets: 2 mm long with conspicuous awns.
Quackgrass
Other names: Wheatgrass.
Life cycle: Perennial.
Growth habit: A rhizomatous cool­season perennial 
that generally grows erect, bending at the nodes. 
It can tolerate mowing. Its rhizomes are pearly 
white in color.
Leaf blade: Rolled in the bud, hairy to smooth on the 
upper surface and smooth on the lower surface.
Sheath: May be hairy or smooth.
Ligule: Membranous and very short.
Auricles: Present, but difficult to see on seedling 
plants.
Collar: Broad and continuous.
Seed head: A long spike.
Spikelets: Arranged in two rows, 4­ to 6­seeded, 
and awns are usually present.
Nimblewill. Nimblewill.
Quackgrass. Quackgrass.
Quackgrass.
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yellow nutsedge
Other names: Nutgrass.
Life cycle: Perennial.
Approximately 200 sedge species occur in Missouri. 
Yellow nutsedge is the most prevalent species 
that infests turfgrass settings. It has triangular 
stems with three­ranked leaves that are light 
green and have a glossy texture. During warm 
periods, the plant grows rapidly. Roots often 
terminate with small nutlets about the size of 
popcorn kernels. In turfgrass settings, it is most 
often seen in wet areas where desirable turfgrass 
species have thinned.
Wild garlic
Other names: Wild onion, field garlic, scallion.
Life cycle: Perennial.
The slender, smooth leaves are hollow and attach to 
the lower portion of the waxy stems. Both bulbs 
and bulblets are produced underground, and the 
white, green, or purple flowers are often replaced 
with aerial bulblets. There is a characteristic onion­
garlic odor when the plant is crushed or cut.
Wild onion
Other names: Wild garlic, field garlic, scallion.
Life cycle: Perennial.
Wild onion may be confused with wild garlic. It can 
be distinguished by its flat leaves, which are not 
hollow, as wild garlic’s are. Its habitat is similar to 
that of wild garlic.
Star-of-Bethlehem
Other names: Star­flower, summer snow­flake.
Life cycle: Perennial.
Although similar in appearance to wild garlic and 
wild onion, star­of­Bethlehem lacks the charac­
teristic odor of garlic and onion. The leaves are 
grooved and dark green with a prominent white 
midvein. It also produces underground bulbs and 
dies back in the late spring.
GRASSlIkE WEEDS
Yellow nutsedge seed 
head.
Wild garlic.
Yellow nutsedge seedlings.
Wild garlic.
Wild onion.
Wild garlic.
Star­of­Bethlehem.
Star­of­Bethlehem.
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Black medic
Other names: Trefoil, black clover, Japanese clover.
Life cycle: Perennial.
In Missouri, black medic can also behave as an 
annual or a biennial. It is a legume with trailing 
stems that grow close to the ground with the 
taproot penetrating deeply into the soil. The trifoli­
ate leaves have prominent veins, and the leaflet 
margins are toothed. Petioles are long and hairy. 
Flowers are yellow and the fruit is a recurved, 
kidney­shaped, black, hairy one­seeded pod.
Broadleaf dock
Other names: Sour dock.
Life cycle: Perennial.
Broadleaf dock has much wider leaves than the 
more common curly dock. The basal leaves are 
slightly wavy with reddish veins, and the lobes 
that join the petiole are heart­shaped. An ocrea 
is also present.
Broadleaf plantains
Other names: Blackseed plantain, common plan­
tain, Rugel’s plantain.
Life cycle: Perennial.
These common cool­season perennial weeds 
are found in practically any habitat. Leaves are 
arranged in a rosette and have prominent veins. 
Depending on the species, leaves and stems 
range from purplish to dark green in color and 
may be smooth or densely covered with short 
hairs. Seed heads are “rattail­like" and 5 to 10 
inches long.
Buckhorn plantain
Other names: Narrow­leaved plantain.
Life cycle: Perennial.
Buckhorn plantain has slender leaves that are 
about one inch wide with three to five prominent 
veins. Overwintering leaves are wider than those 
produced in the summer. The seed head is a 
short, cylindrical spike. It reproduces by seed and 
by new shoots produced at the base of the plant.
BRoADlEAF WEEDS
Black medic.
Black medic.
Broadleaf dock.
Rugel’s plantain.
Buckhorn plantain.
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Carolina geranium
Other names: Cranesbill, cutleaf geranium.
Life cycle: Winter annual.
In mowed settings, Carolina geranium remains pros­
trate, and leaves are produced on long pinkish 
brown petioles from a central axis. The leaves are 
deeply dissected into five to seven lobes, each 
of which is again lobed and bluntly toothed on 
the margins. The plant produces a deep taproot. 
Flowers have five pink to lavender petals. Seeds 
have a conspicuous "cranesbill" beak about 1/2 
inch long.
Carpetweed
Other names: Whorled chickweed.
Life cycle: Summer annual.
Carpetweed germinates late but grows rapidly. The 
green, smooth stems branch along the ground in 
all directions from the root forming a flat circular 
mat. The light­green, smooth, tonguelike leaves 
are grouped three to eight together forming 
whorls at each joint on the stem. Flowers are 
small and white, with several at each joint.
Catchweed bedstraw
Other names: Catchweed, cleavers.
Life cycle: Winter annual.
Catchweed bedstraw has many short, hooklike 
spines on its square stems. The leaves are 
narrow and arranged in whorls around the stems 
that weaken with maturity and fall over. Extremely 
small white flowers are produced in the leaf axils. 
This weed is most commonly found in shady 
areas with rich, moist soil.
Common chickweed
Other names: Starweed, winterweed.
Life cycle: Winter annual.
Common chickweed is a hardy, low­growing weed 
with creeping stems that root at the nodes and 
forms dense mats. Several variations of the plant 
may occur: some have hairy petioles while others 
lack hair. Leaves of the upper stem have no peti­
oles. Leaves are smooth and usually have a light­
green appearance. The root system is fibrous and 
shallow, making it pull readily from the soil. The 
white flowers have five notched petals. It thrives 
on moist, shady sites, often on the north side of 
buildings.
Carolina geranium.
Carolina geranium.
Carpetweed.
Carpetweed.
Catchweed bedstraw. Catchweed bedstraw.
Common chickweed.
Common chickweed.
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Common lambsquarters
Other names: Pigweed, goosefoot.
Life cycle: Summer annual.
Common lambsquarters is an erect­growing summer 
annual that may appear highly branched in a mowed 
setting. Immature plant leaves appear to have a 
coating of frost, especially on the undersides. The 
first pair of leaves is opposite, and subsequent 
leaves are alternate. Leaf margins vary, but usually 
are irregular lobed. Flowers are produced on spikes 
arranged in panicles arising from leaf axils and 
terminal positions. Each plant produces thousands 
of tiny seeds that can remain viable for years.
Common mallow
Other names: Cheese­weed, dwarf mallow, 
round­leaved mallow.
Life cycle: Summer or winter annual or biennial.
This weed is most commonly found in waste areas 
but will be encountered occasionally in low­main­
tenance turfgrass settings. It can be confused with 
ground ivy; however, unlike ground ivy, it does not 
root at its nodes, possess square stems, have oppo­
site leaves, or have a mintlike odor. Leaves are alter­
nate along the stems, and the margins are toothed. 
Flowers have five petals and are pinkish white. 
Common purslane
Other names: Portulaca, pursley.
Life cycle: Summer annual.
This summer annual has thick, fleshy, spatula­
shaped simple leaves with entire margins. The 
fleshy, reddish brown, rounded stems root at the 
nodes wherever they contact the soil surface. 
Flowers are yellow and have five petals. It is found 
in a diverse array of settings, especially under 
high light and warm growing conditions.
Common ragweed
Other names: Bitterweed, hay­fever weed, 
mayweed.
Life cycle: Summer annual.
Common ragweed is found in practically any location 
but does not tolerate frequent mowing, so is not 
usually a problem in well­maintained turfgrass. The 
young leaves are opposite and later leaves take 
on an alternate arrangement. Leaves vary in hairi­
ness and are highly dissected. The flowers produce 
large quantities of pollen that is a primary cause of 
hay fever.
Common lambsquarters.
Common  
lambsquarters.
Common mallow.
Common purslane.
Common purslane.
Common ragweed.
Common ragweed.
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Common violet
Other names: Field violet, meadow violet.
Life cycle: Perennial.
Common violet is a low­growing, smooth cool­
season perennial with heart­shaped leaves. It 
forms colonies that are spread by its rhizomes. 
Flowers are produced in the spring and are 
usually deep purple or blue. A common weed of 
turfgrass sites, it is most likely to be found in cool, 
moist, and shady areas. Several other species of 
violet are also present in Missouri.
Common yarrow
Other names: Common milfoil.
Life cycle: Perennial.
Common yarrow has a pungent odor. The leaves are 
soft and finely divided, giving it a fernlike appear­
ance. Stems and leaves are covered with grayish 
green fine hairs. Flowers are mostly white, form­
ing a flat cluster. Besides spreading by seed, it 
also reproduces vegetatively by rhizomes. It is 
most often found on poor, dry, sandy soils where 
other plants grow poorly.
Corn speedwell
Other names: Speedwell, veronica.
Life cycle: Winter annual.
Corn speedwell is a winter annual that resembles 
mouseear chickweed. It also has the small egg­
shaped, hairy leaves that grow in mats along the 
soil surface. It can be distinguished from mouseear 
chickweed by the presence of notches in its leaves 
and by alternate leaves on flower stems. Also unlike 
mouseear chickweed, the flowers are generally 
blue in color. It is adapted to a wide range of grow­
ing conditions, but is most likely to be found in dry, 
sandy, or rocky soils in shaded locales.
Curly dock
Other names: Sour dock, curled dock.
Life cycle: Perennial.
Curly dock is a weed of low­maintenance turfgrass 
areas. It seldom flowers in mowed sites. It regener­
ates from a large, perennial taproot, producing a 
large rosette. Rosette leaves have wavy margins 
and upon approaching maturity, take on a reddish 
purple color. At the base of the leaf where it joins 
the stem, an ocrea is present. At maturity, erect­
standing flowers and fruiting structures have a 
rusty color.
Common violet.
Common violet.
Common yarrow.
Common yarrow.
Corn speedwell.
Corn speedwell.
Curly dock.
Curly dock.
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Dandelion
Other names: Blow­ball.
Life cycle: Perennial.
Dandelion is a cool­season perennial that forms a 
basal rosette with a large taproot that can give 
rise to a new shoot. The leaf margins are very 
irregular, toothed, or wavy with their deep lobes. 
All parts of the plant contain a milky sap. The 
flowers are large and yellow and are produced in 
both spring and fall. The mature seed head has a 
"puffball" appearance, and individual seeds can 
be carried great distances on wind currents.
Field bindweed
Other names: Creeping jenny, perennial morningglory.
Life cycle: Perennial.
Field bindweed is one of the most troublesome weeds 
of North America and it is difficult to control. The 
spade­shaped alternate leaves have rounded 
lobes and vary in size. The funnel­shaped flowers 
vary from white to light pink and have the circum­
ference of a nickel. The plant is an aggressive, 
climbing vine. Besides reproducing from seed, it 
can spread from its deep root system.
Ground ivy
Other names: Creeping Charlie, cats­foot.
Life cycle: Perennial.
Ground ivy is a creeping, square­stemmed warm­
season perennial that will root at its nodes and 
form dense patches. It can crowd out desirable 
turfgrasses, especially in shady, moist areas. 
The foliage has a distinct mint odor when cut or 
bruised. The leaves are opposite, petioled, promi­
nently veined, and rounded. Flowers are produced 
in the spring, occurring in clusters in the upper 
leaf axils, and are purplish blue. Rhizomes are 
also produced.
henbit
Other names: Deadnettle, henbit deadnettle.
Life cycle: Winter annual.
Henbit is responsible for painting many lawns with a 
pinkish purple cast in the early spring. It emerges 
in the fall and has square stems, the upper leaves 
of which appear to encircle the entire stem. It grows 
in an upright position, seldom reaching heights 
greater than 12 inches. The flowers range from 
pink to purple. A related species, purple dead­
nettle, has foliage that is redder in color and more 
compact in its arrangement along the stems.
Dandelion.
Dandelion.
Field bindweed.
Field bindweed.
Ground ivy.
Henbit.
Henbit.
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horsenettle
Other names: Bull nettle, devil’s tomato, sand briar.
Life cycle: Perennial.
Horsenettle is an erect warm­season perennial. The 
most obvious feature of the weed is the spinelike 
prickles along the stems and leaves. Leaves are 
alternate, wavy and have irregular lobes along 
the margins. Flowers have five white to violet 
petals giving rise to yellow berries at maturity. The 
plant reproduces vegetatively from its rhizomes. 
Horsenettle seems to be most commonly encoun­
tered on sandy or gravelly soils.
lespedeza
Other names: Clover.
Life cycle: Perennial.
There are approximately 15 species of lespedeza 
in Missouri. The type that is problematic in turf­
grass settings grows very close to the ground 
and avoids mowing. Like clover and also being 
a leguminous plant, it has three small leaflets. 
With age, the stems of the plant become woody. 
Flowers are small and range in color from pink to 
lavender. Lespedeza is most commonly encoun­
tered in low­maintenance turfgrass sites.
Morningglories
Other names: Wild potato vine, wild sweet potato.
Life cycle: Most are summer annuals.
Morningglories are climbing or trailing viny plants 
with alternate leaves. There are three primary 
summer annual species that occur in Missouri: 
pitted, ivyleaf, and tall. Leaves range from heart­ to 
ivy­shaped, and the degree of hairiness depends 
on the species. Flowers are pale blue, purple, or 
white. Morningglories prefer rich, moist soil and 
are not generally encountered in maintained turf­
grass sites.
Mouseear chickweed
Other names: Mouse­ear.
Life cycle: Perennial.
Mouseear chickweed grows vigorously in mowed, 
sunny areas forming dense mats; however, it will 
survive shady locations. Its leaves are opposite 
with entire margins, dark green and covered with 
soft hairs. The stems are also hairy and root at 
the nodes wherever they contact the soil surface. 
Like common chickweed, the flowers are small 
and white and have five slightly notched petals.
Horsenettle.
Horsenettle.
Lespedeza.
Annual morningglory.
Tall morningglory.
Mouseear chickweed.
Mouseear chickweed.
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Poison ivy
Other names: Poison icky, three­leaved ivy.
Life cycle: Perennial.
Poison ivy is a climbing or trailing, deciduous woody 
vine with three distinct leaflets. Leaflet margins 
are variable, either toothed, lobed or entire. All 
parts of the plant contain compounds causing 
allergenic dermatitis to humans. Plants produce 
yellowish green flowers in the late spring and 
grayish white berries in late summer. Foliage turns 
bright red in the fall. It is not considered a weed of 
maintained turfgrass sites but is commonly found 
in marginal areas.
Prickly lettuce
Other names: Wild lettuce.
Life cycle: Summer or winter annual or biennial.
Prickly lettuce produces a basal rosette of bluish 
green leaves with very fine prickles along the 
margins. The plant’s most characteristic feature 
is the prominent midrib, which develops a row 
of spines on the lower leaf surface as the plant 
matures. When broken, stems exude a milky sap. 
Prickly lettuce is most commonly encountered in 
nutrient­rich, disturbed sites.
Prostrate knotweed
Other names: Knotgrass.
Life cycle: Summer annual.
Although a close relative to the docks and 
Pennsylvania smartweed, prostrate knotweed 
may be mistaken for a grassy weed because 
the leaves are linear as the seedling emerges. 
It emerges in late winter to early spring but is 
classified as an early summer annual because it 
germinates in cool temperatures. The plant grows 
flat along the ground, forming dense mats. Stems 
are wiry and leafy, and at each node is a thin 
papery ocrea. This weed thrives in compacted 
areas, such as along sidewalks and driveways.
Poison ivy.
Poison ivy.
Prickly lettuce.
Prickly lettuce.
Prostrate knotweed.
Prostrate knotweed.
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Prostrate pigweed
Other names: Spreading pigweed.
Life cycle: Summer annual.
This prostrate­growing summer annual forms dense 
mats originated from a pink taproot. Stems are 
very fleshy, light green to reddish green and 
smooth. Leaves are very shiny, crowded at the 
tips of the stems and smooth. Flowers are dense 
clusters that are formed in the leaf axils. Seeds 
are shiny black and tiny. Prostrate pigweed is 
an occasional weed of turfgrass and is most 
commonly encountered on coarse, sandy soils.
Prostrate spurge
Other names: Spurge, milk spurge, spotted 
spurge.
Life cycle: Summer annual.
Prostrate spurge is a ubiquitous weed. The milky 
sap contained in its pinkish brown stems easily 
identifies it. The plant forms dense mats with 
its stems radiating out from a shallow taproot. 
The leaves are small, opposite and often have a 
maroon spot in their center. Flowers are crowded 
in the leaf axils and the fruit is three­lobed, three­
seeded capsule.
Prostrate vervain
Other names: Verbena, vervain.
Life cycle: Summer annual.
 Prostrate vervain is a hairy plant and has deeply 
cut leaves, primarily in three lobes with the center 
lobe being the largest. The plant grows in dense 
mats prostrate to the soil surface. Stems branch 
freely from all directions resulting in circular 
patterns of growth out from a central taproot. 
The small flowers are blue to purple.
Puncturevine
Other names: Goat­head.
Life cycle: Summer annual.
Puncturevine is a prostrate, freely branching mat­
forming weed covered with short, dense hairs. 
The small bright green leaflets occur in six to 16 
opposite pairs. Flowers are yellow, but the most 
characteristic feature of the plant is the seedpod. 
They are obnoxious in a turfgrass setting because 
each pod contains two stiff spines on either side, 
giving it a "goat­head" appearance.
Prostrate pigweed.
Prostrate pigweed.
Prostrate spurge.
Prostrate spurge.
Prostrate vervain. Prostrate vervain.
Puncturevine.
Puncturevine.
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Purple deadnettle
Other names: Deadnettle, red deadnettle.
Life cycle: Winter annual.
The plant is slightly pubescent, has square stems 
and the leaves are opposite with scalloped edges. 
It is closely related to henbit; however, dead­
nettle’s leaves are more triangular, less deeply 
lobed and more tightly compacted in the upper 
stems than those of henbit. The upper leaves 
and stems are conspicuously red with purple­red 
flowers. Flowers occur in the early spring. The 
plant has an erect, columnar growth habit, but 
seldom reaches heights greater than 12 inches.
Shepherd’s-purse
Other names: Shepherd’s­bag, pepper plant.
Life cycle: Winter annual.
The deeply lobed leaves of this winter annual’s 
rosette appear similar to those of dandelion; 
however, they lack the milky sap. After bolting, 
the leaves along the flowering stem are arrow­
shaped. Flowers are small and white with four 
petals. The most characteristic feature of the plant 
is the seedpods, which are triangular. Shepherd’s­
purse is common throughout Missouri.
Smartweeds
Other names: Pinkweed, purple head.
Life cycle: Summer annual.
Several species of smartweed are found throughout 
Missouri; however, they are not usually a problem 
in maintained turfgrass areas. Leaves tend to be 
lanceolate and arranged alternately along the 
stem. Often, the leaves will have a reddish purple 
watermark. A common feature of the smartweeds 
is the characteristic ocrea at the junction of the 
stem and leaf petiole. Flowers range from bright 
pink to white and are arranged in dense clusters.
virginia pepperweed
Other names: Peppergrass.
Life cycle: Winter annual.
This small mustardlike plant forms a rosette with 
bright green leaves. The leaves lack hairs and 
have toothed margins. The basal rosette leaves 
are lost as the plant approaches maturity. When 
temperatures warm in the spring, the plant 
produces a flowering stem with small arrow­
shaped leaves attached directly to it. The flowers 
are small with four white petals.
Purple deadnettle.
Purple deadnettle.
Shepherd’s­purse.
Shepherd’s­purse.
Ocrea.Smartweeds.
Smartweeds.
Virginia pepperweed.
Virginia pepperweed.
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White clover
Other names: Dutch clover, white trefoil.
Life cycle: Perennial.
White clover is a cool­season perennial legume that 
spreads by its underground and aboveground 
stems. It may or may not be objectionable in turf­
grass communities. Leaves are trifoliate, alternate, 
and smooth and the margins have small teeth. 
Flowers are produced in rounded heads and are 
white or sometimes pinkish. Seeds are very hard 
and may live for many years in the soil.
Wild mustard
Other names: Charlock, field mustard.
Life cycle: Winter annual.
Wild mustard is found throughout Missouri in a diverse 
array of settings. Leaves are rough­textured and 
variable. Lower leaves have irregularly lobed 
margins and petioles; upper leaves are much 
smaller and lack lobes and petioles. Flowers are 
produced in bright yellow clusters with four petals.
yellow rocket
Other names: Winter cress.
Life cycle: Winter annual or biennial.
In turfgrass settings, yellow rocket is a rosette of 
leaves with oppositely arranged lobes with a 
large terminal lobe. Foliage is a deep, glossy 
green color. If allowed to flower, the leaves along 
the flowering stem are smaller and arranged 
alternately with less conspicuous lateral lobes. 
Yellow rocket has bright yellow flowers with four 
petals. Found throughout Missouri, it is most likely 
encountered in areas of nutrient­rich soils.
yellow woodsorrel
Other names: Oxalis, sour­grass.
Life cycle: Perennial.
Although classified as a perennial, yellow woodsorrel 
more often behaves as a summer annual. This 
clover­resembling plant also has trifoliate leaves 
that are smooth and have a pale green appear­
ance. It roots at its lower nodes, forming dense 
mats. Flowers are small and have five bright yellow 
(some species have violet­colored) petals. Seeds 
are dispersed by projection up to distances of 12 
feet from their five­sided seedpods. Yellow wood­
sorrel tolerates a wide range of conditions and may 
be found in turfgrass settings throughout Missouri.
White clover.
White clover.
Wild mustard.
Yellow rocket.
Wild mustard.
Yellow rocket.
Yellow woodsorrel.
Yellow woodsorrel.
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Table 1 . Active growth periods of common turfgrass weeds .
Spring Summer Fall Winter
Grassy weeds Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec
Annual bluegrass
Quackgrass
Bermudagrass
Foxtails
Crabgrass
Fall panicum
Barnyardgrass
Goosegrass
Field sandbur
Johnsongrass
Nimblewill
Grasslike weeds
Wild garlic
Wild onion
Star­of­Bethlehem
Yellow nutsedge
Broadleaf weeds
Catchweed bedstraw
Chickweed, common
Chickweed, mouseear
White clover
Dandelion
Purple deadnettle
Henbit
Ground ivy
Prostrate knotweed
Common mallow
Shepherd’s­purse
Corn speedwell
Common violet
Carolina geranium
Broadleaf dock
Curly dock
Prickly lettuce
Virginia pepperweed
Wild mustard
Yellow rocket
Black medic
Plantains
Common lambsquarters
Common ragweed
Common yarrow
Field bindweed
Horsenettle
Poison ivy
Smartweeds
Yellow woodsorrel
Carpetweed
Common purslane
Lespedeza
Morningglories
Prostrate pigweed
Prostrate spurge
Prostrate vervain
Puncturevine
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Table 3 . Annual weeds controlled with preemergence herbicides .
Weed Ba
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Annual bluegrass • • • • • • • • • •
Barnyardgrass • • • • • • • • •
Carpetweed • • • • •
Chickweeds • • • • • • • • •
Common lambsquarters • • • • •
Common purslane • • • • • • • •
Corn speedwell • • •
Crabgrass • • • • • • • • • • • •
Fall panicum • • • • •
Field sandbur • •
Foxtails • • • • • • • • • •
Goosegrass • • • • • • • • • • •
Henbit • • • • • • • • •
Prostrate knotweed • • • • •
Prostrate pigweed • • • •
Prostrate spurge • • • • • • •
Shepherd’s­purse • • • • • • •
Yellow woodsorrel • • • • •
• Denotes control.
Table 4 . Postemergence herbicides for annual grassy weeds .
Weed Ac
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Annual ryegrass • • • • •
Annual bluegrass • •
Barnyardgrass • • • • •
Crabgrass • • • • • •
Fall panicum •
Field sandbur •
Foxtails • • • • • • • •
Goosegrass • • •
• Denotes control.
Table 2 . Perennial grassy weeds and yellow nutsedge controlled with postemergence herbicides .
Weed Ac
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Bermudagrass ❍ • • • ❍
Dallisgrass ❍ • ❍ • • ❍ •
Johnsongrass • • • • • • •
Kentucky bluegrass • • •
Nimblewill • • •
Perennial ryegrass • • • • • • • • • • • •
Quackgrass • • • • • •
Rough bluegrass • • •
Tall fescue • • • • • • • •
Yellow nutsedge • • • • • •
1Finale, QuikPRO, Razor Burn and Roundup Pro, nonselective herbicides, will injure desirable turfgrasses. • Denotes control; ❍ denotes suppression.
Table 5 . Seeding/reseeding time interval after last application .
Chemical Time interval
Balan 6–16 weeks1
Barricade 4–7 months
Bensumec 4 months
Cavalcade 4–7 months
Dimension 8 weeks
Drive 28 days or less – see label
Gallery 60 days
Pendimethalin (many brands) 4 months
Prodiamine 4–7 months
Ronstar 4 months
Surflan 90–120 days
Team 8–16 weeks
Tupersan Can be used at time of seeding
1When a range is given, time before seeding/reseeding depends on 
application rate. Higher rates result in longer delays.
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Table 6 . Broadleaf and grasslike weeds controlled with postemergence herbicides .
Weed Co
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Black medic • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Carolina geranium • • • • • • • • • •
Carpetweed • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Catchweed bedstraw • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Chickweeds • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Clovers • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Common lambsquarters • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Common mallow • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Common purslane • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Common ragweed • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Common violet • • • • • • • •
Common yarrow • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Corn speedwell • • • • • • • • ❍ • • • • • • • • • • •
Dandelion • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Docks • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Field bindweed • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Ground ivy • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Henbit • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Horsenettle • • • • •
Lespedeza • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Morningglories • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Plantains • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Poison ivy • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Prickly lettuce • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Prostrate knotweed • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Prostrate pigweed • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Prostrate spurge • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Prostrate vervain • • •
Puncturevine • • • • • • • • • • •
Purple deadnettle • • • • • • • • •
Shepherd’s­purse • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Smartweeds • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Star­of­Bethlehem • •
Virginia pepperweed • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Yellow rocket • • • • • • • • • •
Yellow woodsorrel • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
• Denotes control; ❍ denotes suppression.
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Table 7 . Product active ingredients, rates, common names and manufacturers .
Product and formulation1
Active 
ingredient 
(per acre)2
Product  
(per acre)2
Product  
(per 1,000 sq ft)2 Common name  Manufacturer
Acclaim Extra 0.02–0.17 lb 3.5–3.9 fl. oz. 0.08–0.90 fl. oz. fenoxaprop­ethyl Aventis
Balan 2.5G  
cool­season grasses 1.5–2 lb 60–80 lb 1.4–1.8 lb benefin Loveland
warm­season grasses 2–3 lb 80–120 lb 1.8–2.75 lb
Barricade 65WG  
cool­season grasses 0.65–1.5 lb 1–2.3 lb 0.37–0.83 oz. prodiamine Syngenta
warm­season grasses 0.5–1.5 lb 0.8–2.3 lb 0.3–0.83 lb
Basagran 1–2 lb 2–4 pints 0.75–1.5 fl. oz. bentazon BASF
Bensumec 4LF 7.5–12.5 lb 1.9–3.1 gal. 5.6–9.4 fl. oz. bensulide PBI/Gordon
Blades 0.075–0.60 oz. 0.125–1.0 oz. 0.002–0.023 oz. metsulfuron methyl PBI/Gordon
Cavalcade 65WDG 0.32–1.5 lb 0.5–2.30 lb 0.18–0.83 oz. prodiamine Advan
Certainty 0.187–1.5 oz. 0.25–2.0 oz. 0.006–0.045 oz. sulfosulfuron Monsanto
Confront 3EC 0.37–0.75 lb 1–2 pints 0.37–0.75 fl. oz. triclopyr + clopyralid Dow AgroSciences
Cool Power 1.13–1.58 lb 2.5–3.5 pints 0.91–1.29 fl. oz. MCPA + triclopyr  
+ dicamba Nufarm
Corsair 0.75–4 oz. 1.00–5.33 oz. 0.02–0.12 oz. chlorsulfuron Nufarm
Dimension 2EW 0.38–0.66 lb 1.5–2.5 pints 3.3–5.5 tsp dithiopyr Dow AgroSciences
Dimension EC 0.25–0.50 lb 1–2 qt. 0.75–1.50 fl. oz. dithiopyr Dow AgroSciences
Dimension Ultra 40WP 0.25–0.50 lb 0.625–1.25 lb 0.63–0.46 oz. dithiopyr Dow AgroSciences
Drive 0.75 lb 1 lb 0.367 oz. quinclorac BASF
Escalade 2 1.0–1.5 lb 2–3 pints 0.75–1.1 fl. oz.
2,4­D 
fluroxypyr 
dicamba
Nufarm
Fusilade II 0.05–0.09 lb 3–6 fl. oz. 0.07–0.14 fluazifop­p­butyl Syngenta
Gallery 75DF 8.25–16 oz. 11–21.25 oz. 0.25–0.50 oz. isoxaben Dow AgroSciences
Horsepower 1.14–1.71 lb 2–3 pints 0.73–1.1 fl. oz. MCPA + triclopyr  
+ dicamba Nufarm
Manor 60DF 0.075–0.60 oz. 0.125–1.0 oz. 0.002–0.023 oz. metsulfuron methyl Nufarm
Monument 75WG 0.075–0.40 oz. 0.1–0.53 oz. 0.002–0.012 oz. trifloxysulfuron Syngenta
Pendimethalin 60DG  
cool­season grasses 1.5–2 lb 2.5–3.3 lb 0.9–1.2 oz. pendimethalin Lesco
warm­season grasses 1.75–3.3 lb 2.9–5.5 lb 1–2 oz.
Pendimethalin 60WDG  
cool­season grasses 1.5–3 lb 2.5–5 lb 0.9–1.8 oz. pendimethalin  BASF
warm­season grasses 1.5–3 lb 2.5–5 lb 0.9–1.8 oz.
Pendimethalin 60WP  
cool­season grasses 1.5–2 lb 2.5–3.3 lb 0.9–1.2 oz. pendimethalin  Scotts
warm­season grasses 1.5–3 lb 2.5–5 lb 0.9–1.8 oz.
Power Zone 1.45–2.18 lb 4–6 pints 1.5–2.2 fl. oz.
carfentrazone­ethyl 
+ MCPA + MCPP + 
dicamba
PBI/Gordon
Princep 4L 1–2 lb 1–2 qt. 0.75–1.5 oz. simazine Syngenta
Prodiamine 65WDG 0.32–1.5 lb 0.5–2.30 lb 0.18–0.83 oz. prodiamine QualiPRO
Q4 1.35–1.54 lb 7–8 pints 2.6–3.0 fl. oz.
quinclorac 
sulfentrazone 
2,4­D 
dicamba
PBI/Gordon
Quincept 1.64–1.87 lb 7–8 pints 2.5–2.9 fl oz. 2,4­D quinclorac Nufarm
Revolver 0.006–0.05 lb 4.4–35.2 oz. 0.1–0.8 oz. foramsulfuron Bayer ES
Ronstar 2G 2–4 lb 100–200 lb 2.25–4.5 lb oxadiazon Bayer ES
Ronstar 50WP 2–3 lb 4–6 lb 1.5–2.2 oz. oxadiazon Bayer ES
Sedgehammer 0.031–0.062 lb fl. oz.1–2 oz. 0.023–0.046 oz. halosulfuron­methyl Gowan
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Product and formulation1
Active 
ingredient 
(per acre)2
Product  
(per acre)2
Product  
(per 1,000 sq ft)2 Common name  Manufacturer
Speed Zone 0.83–1.38 lb 3–5 pints 1.1–1.8 fl. oz.
carfentrazone­ethyl + 
2,4­D ester + MCPP 
+ dicamba
PBI/Gordon
Spotlight 0.125–0.47 lb 0.66–2.5 pints 0.25–0.9 fl. oz. fluroxypyr Dow AgroSciences
Super Trimec 1.1–1.7 lb 2–3 pints 0.75–1.1 fl. oz. 2,4­D + 2,4­DP  
+ dicamba PBI/Gordon
Surflan 40AS 1.5–3 lb 1.5–3 qt. 1–2 fl. oz. Oryzalin Dow AgroSciences
Surflan 40AS cool­season grasses 1.5 lb 1.5 qt. 1 fl. oz. Oryzalin  Dow AgroSciences
Surge 0.75–1.1 lb 2.75–4 pints 1.0–1.5 fl.oz.
sulfentrazone 
2,4­D 
MCPP­P 
dicamba
PBI/Gordon
Tenacity 0.16–0.25 lb 5–8 fl. oz. 0.115–0.183 fl. oz. mesotrione Syngenta
Three­Way Selective 1.6–2 lb 3.25–4 pints 1.2–1.5 fl. oz. 2,4­D + MCPP  
+ dicamba Lesco
TranXit GTA 0.5–1.0 oz. 2.0–4.0 oz. 0.046–0.092 oz. rimsulfuron Griffin
Triamine  
cool­season grasses 1.48–1.95 lb 3–4 pints 1.1–1.47 fl. oz. 2,4­D + mecoprop  
+ dichlorprop Nufarm
warm­season grasses 1.00–1.48 lb 2–3 pints 0.73–1.1 fl. oz.
Trimec Classic 0.75–1.65 lb 1.8–4 pints 0.67–1.5 fl. oz. 2,4­D + MCPP  
+ dicamba PBI/Gordon
Triplet LO 0.73–1.61 lb 1.8–4.0 pints 0.67–1.5 fl. oz.
2,4­D 
MCPP­P 
dicamba
Nufarm
Triplet Selective 0.8–1.6 lb 2–4 pints 0.75–1.5 fl. oz.
2,4­D 
MCPP­P 
dicamba
Nufarm
Triplet SF  
cool­season grasses 1.5–1.98 lb 3–4 pints 1.1–1.5 fl. oz. 2,4­D + mecoprop  
+ dicamba Nufarm
warm­season grasses 1.0–1.24 lb 2–2.5 pints 0.73–0.92 fl. oz.
Tri­Power  
cool­season grasses 1.25–1.75 lb 2.5–3.5 pints 0.90–1.25 fl. oz. MCPA + mecoprop  
+ dicamba Nufarm
warm­season grasses 1.0–1.5 lb 2–3 pints 0.70–1.1 fl. oz.
TruPower 1.12–1.71 lb 2–3 pints 0.73–1.1 fl. oz. MCPA + clopyralid  
+ dicamba Nufarm
Tupersan 50WP  
established grasses 8–12 lb 16–24 lb 6–9 oz. siduron PBI/Gordon
newly seeded cool­season grasses 2–6 lb 4–12 lb 1.5–4.5 oz.
Turflon Ester 4EC 0.5–1 lb 1–2 pints 0.37–0.75 fl. oz. triclopyr Dow AgroSciences
1Formulation abbreviations are as follows:  
AS = aqueous solution  
DF = dry flowable  
DG = dispersible granule  
EC = emulsifiable concentrate  
G = granule  
L = liquid concentrate  
LF = liquid flowable  
WDG or WG = water­dispersible granules  
WP = wettable powder
2Label rates are the ranges listed on the label. Rates for specific weeds, turfgrass species and certain sites may vary. 
Table 7 . Product active ingredients, rates, common names and manufacturers . (continued)
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Table 8 . Turfgrass tolerance to labeled herbicides .
Herbicide Ke
n
tu
ck
y 
 
bl
ue
gr
as
s
Ta
ll 
fe
sc
u
e
Pe
re
n
n
ia
l  
ry
eg
ra
ss
B
en
tg
ra
ss
B
er
m
u
da
gr
as
s
Zo
ys
ia
gr
as
s
B
uf
fa
lo
gr
as
s
Acclaim Extra T,V T T T,V2 T
Balan T T T I T T,R  T
Barricade T T T T T
Basagran T T T T1 T1 T1
Bensumec T T T T T T,R  T
Blade T T T
Cavalcade T T T T1 T T T
Certainty T T1 T T T
Confront T T T
Cool Power T T T T1 T T
Corsair T T T
Dimension T T T I T T  T
Dimension 2EW T T T T T T T
Dimension Ultra T T T T1 T T T
Drive T T T I I T  T
Escalade 2 T T T T2 T T
Fusilade II T T
Gallery T T T T1 T T  T
Horsepower T T T T1 T T
Manor T T T
Momentum Premium T T T I I1 I1  T
Monument T T
Pendimethalin3 T T T T1 T T,R
Power Zone T T T T T
Prodiamine T T T T1 T T T
Q4 T T T
Quincept T T T T2 T2 T2
Revolver T T T3
Ronstar T T T T T  T,G
Sedgehammer T T T T T T
Speed Zone T T T T T
Spotlight T T T T T1
Super Trimec T T T T T
Surflan T T T  T
Surge T T T T1 T T T
Tenacity T T T3
Three­Way Selective T T T T T  T
TranXit T
Triamine T T T T1 I+ T
Trimec Classic T T T I T T  I
Triplet T T T I I T
Triplet LO T T T T T T
Triplet Selective T T T T T T
Tri­Power T T T T1 T T  I
TruPower T T T T1 T T
Tupersan T T T T,V1 T
Turflon Ester T T T
Key
Note: Blanks indicate severe injury, 
that the product is not labeled for 
use, or that there is insufficient 
information to document the level of 
tolerance . The user should be sure to 
confirm specific species and cultivar 
tolerances by checking the label of 
the product under consideration .
G – Ronstar 2G is labeled for 
buffalograss; Ronstar 50WP is not.
I – Intermediate tolerance; injury can 
occur.
R – May retard recovery after power 
raking/verticutting. 
T – Tolerant when properly used 
according to label.
V – Variability among cultivars within 
a species may occur; user should 
check the label.
+Injury may occur at high temperatures.
1Not labeled for closely mowed turfgrass 
such as greens, collars and tees.
2Apply only when turfgrass is dormant.
3See label for special use restrictions.
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